What are the benefits of GM Food?
Also known as ‘Genetically Manipulated Organisms’ (GMOs)
GM Food, Genetically Modified Organism (GMO), and Transgenic food all mean the same thing.
Monsanto will not release their test results on GM Food. Why not?
Monsanto does not want GM Food clearly labelled. Why not?
Genetic manipulation (GM) results in the patenting of life, which includes: animals, plants, food and you yes even you. GM also means that you must pay royalties for what you eat to a gene-tech corporation.
The evils of tobacco & asbestos were hidden from us for years. Evidence now proves that wherever GM
food is eaten allergies are on the rise. The pollen from Genetically Manipulated Crops is now blowing in
the wind. GM is our new CANE TOAD but this creeping toad is proving very dangerous for our world.
A few scientists in high places have sold out to their egos and big business – learn what they don’t say
about GM food. Many scientists know the truth but remain silent for fear of offending their so-called
colleagues or retribution by character assassination or being sacked. Scientists have already been
sacked for warning of the dangers of GM food – Just Google Dr Arpad Pusztai and GM potatoes.
In Canada pregnant women and foetuses were found with Bt toxin in their blood. Bt toxin produced in a
Bt cotton plant is more toxic than a commercial Bt spray. Bt (Bacillus thuringiensis) is engineered into cotton
and grown in Australia. Google Bt toxin in blood. Most Fish & Chip shops cook in Bt cottonseed oil.
Genetic engineers are technicians and may do their job well, just as a plumber is a technician, but that
plumber may still know nothing about the dam wall (read GM) that’s bursting in the hills above the city.
Ecologists know that GM crops are destroying the genetic bridges that should be protected intact for our
children’s future. There are also many scientists who do worry about the health issues from GM,
especially in children and the irreversible contamination of our gene pools by GM pollen. Sadly however,
there are a few criminal scientists in high places, who push GM, and they have one agenda, and that is
to sell the Monsanto lie about the safety of GM transgenic food. Their aim is to contaminate our world
with patented DNA; it is carried in the pollen so then by law, all crops will belong to the likes of Monsanto.
Why allow Monsanto’s goons to peddle the claptrap that they intend to give us more vitamins and
cheaper food through genetic engineering? Monsanto is a chemical company – would a chemical
company design plants that need fewer chemicals – let’s get real! Canadian and US Farmers now get
lower yields and use more chemicals than ever before with GM crops. GM is about the patenting of life
starting with our food. Only a psychotic criminal or an ignoramus would promote the patenting life itself.
In those so-called ‘educational programs’ on GM they’ll say “By 2050 earth’s population will be 9 billion
so we’ll need to feed them”. On hearing that you’d believe that GM means more food. You can prove
that it’s a lie pushed by Monsanto who has an international history of lying. Google - Benbrook GM and
Monsanto convicted in France’s Highest Court also Suicides in India thanks to Monsanto’s GM
cotton. Across Europe they’re now banning GM for safety reasons. See - www.gmo-free-regions.org
If Monsanto’s pollen lands in your crop then legally you don’t own your crop; the DNA is patented.
Mercenary Lawyers work for Monsanto, so farmers who refuse to pay royalties face a fine or prison.
Those who talk ‘choice for farmers’ talk nonsense. Google - Farmers court contamination Monsanto.
US farmers have planted over a million acres of Non-GM soy to try and clean up, but contamination is
now common. Years of GM have proven a costly failure: ‘Cleveland Farm and Dairy USA’ - Farmers in
the US have found that if animals are given a choice between GM and Non-GM food they will not touch
the Genetically Engineered Food. You can read the farmers’ reports at DNAalert.net To learn how
seriously many scientists view the issue of GM food and crops and the allergies due to GM food - just
Google ‘Scientists call for bans on GM for environmental and health reasons’.
Our Media whores and Prostitute politicians never insist on labelling all GM Food honestly; why not?
Just label it CLEARLY IN LARGE PRINT instead of that misleading microscopic farce à le Monsanto’s secrets.
Go to DNAalert.net watch: Global alert GMO then SEEDS of DEATH – You’ll see how dangerous GM
food is so then ask your Local Member to watch them both and demand a response – Tell them to “Pass
it to every Minister!” Don’t accept nonsense like “I’ll pass it on to the relevant minister” Tell them;
women are watching and networking – those promoting asthma in our kids through GMOs will be named.

In 1995 Dr TJ Higgins of CSIRO began to develop GM peas. In 2006 he stopped. On feeding the GM
peas to mice the mice developed an illness worse than asthma plus other allergies – so they boiled the
peas; same problem. The control group of mice fed Non-GM peas were OK. Then it was found that only
the mice that ate the GM peas developed allergies to foods that were not GM. Instead of following up to
see why GM food was so dangerous, TJ Higgins stopped all GM food safety trials. Paragraphs 1, 2 and
3 on page 57 of ‘Genetic Roulette’ by Jeffrey Smith will tell the story; yet the media’s silence is deafening.
GM food entered our diets around 15 years ago, there has since been a sharp rise in allergies including
asthma and anaphylaxis; ask any kindergarten or primary teacher. Some believe that we wash so much
that we now have more allergies. Have we used soap so madly since they introduced GM food?
Children’s food allergies are up since we have fed them GM food; very few people eat soap anyway.
Ask your doctor – Are there any safe levels of allergens in food for children?
Remember what happened to the mice after they had eaten the GM peas at CSIRO.
Dr TJ Higgins now wants our children to eat GM food knowing that it caused serious reactions in mice;
would it not then be criminal negligence for a doctor to knowingly recommend GM food for our children?
Dr Jim Peacock, ex CSIRO froze out a scientist of 23 years for speaking the truth about GMOs.
Prof. Rick Roush of Melbourne University is a stooge for Monsanto to push their criminal GM agenda.
After 1999 GM soy from the US began arriving in the UK, allergies to soy jumped from 10% to 50%.
Massive protests over GM foods followed so supermarkets withdrew GM foods from sale and the rapid
increase in anaphylaxis in children aged 0-14 stabilised. So why the media silence and also why the
silence from a handful of GM scientists about what happened to the mice at CSIRO or what happened to
the rats that ate the GM potatoes produced by Arpad Pusztai in the UK? See what you are not told by
the likes of TJ Higgins, Rick Roush or Jim Peacock. Just Google – Dr Arpad Pusztai potatoes UK.
Someone has now allowed the planting of GM wheat in Australia when they know that allergies increase
wherever GM food is eaten. Because of: contamination, court costs, lower yields and more chemicals
due to GM, Canadian and US farmers will not plant GM wheat. So why plant GM wheat in Canberra, WA
and now Victoria? By stealth they are moving GM wheat-pollen across our country to contaminate our
crops ASAP. So then allergies will increase but also importantly, the DNA in GM wheat is patented.
He who pays the piper calls the tune - So let’s name the child abusers behind this outrage?
We are now fed unlabelled GM: soy emulsifier, corn syrup, cottonseed oil, and canola oil which go
into many foods including Margarine and that so-called ‘Vegetable Oil’. Since GM corn syrup went into
sweets for the kids the rise in allergies are everywhere, remember what happened to the mice at CSIRO
after they had eaten those GM peas. The novel proteins from GM are bound to cause allergies, so why
is all of this completely ignored by the President of the AMA? Does the President of the AMA fear to
speak up about the information sweeping the world about the sickness from GM and the disinformation
that we are fed on this issue? See: Seeds of Death and GMO Global Alert for free at DNAalert.net.
Those who lack any social conscience are usually called psychopaths or sociopaths. Do scientists and
politicians who still push the GM lie have no social conscience? Just Google - corporate psychopath.
Food Safety of Australia and New Zealand (FSANZ) supports Monsanto’s aim for a world of patented life
forms and more asthma and anaphylaxis in our children – the criminal top brass at FSANZ know the truth.
Genetic Manipulation (GM) is a fast-failing food technology; it takes only a few minutes to see the truth.
You’ll find that GM means – contamination of our gene pools, patented DNA, corporate food control, and
more sickness for our children but definitely no extra food. That Patented DNA that is now floating in
pollen could be with us for eternity. You or any High School Student can verify this information.
Watch carefully - Monsanto, Cargill, Bayer/Aventis, DuPont, Dow, Syngenta, Novartis and AstraZeneca as
their quislings sneer at these facts while they continue to sell us out to the contamination of our food and more
allergies for us all. Their thugs will perform character assassinations on anyone who challenges them, but we’ve
seen it all before – All money lacks a social conscience - sadly 1% to 2% of people with big money do the same.

Go to Concerned Mothers of Australia at – www.madge.org.au - also - www.responsibletechnology.org
Two more Australian sites really worth a look - www.geneethics.org - and - www.non-gm-farmers.com
You will have noticed that ‘Genetic manipulation’ does not mean ‘Traditional Selective Breeding’.
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